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Abstract
For each natural number m greater than one, and each natural number k less than or equal to m, there exists a
root-#nding iteration function, B(k)m de#ned as the ratio of two determinants that depend on the #rst m − k derivatives
of the given function. This in#nite family is derived in Kalantari (J. Comput. Appl. Math. 126 (2000) 287–318) and its
order of convergence is analyzed in Kalantari (BIT 39 (1999) 96–109). In this paper we give a computational study of
the #rst nine root-#nding methods. These include Newton, secant, and Halley methods. Our computational results with
polynomials of degree up to 30 reveal that for small degree polynomials B(k−1)m is more e<cient than B
(k)
m , but as the
degree increases, B(k)m becomes more e<cient than B
(k−1)
m . The most e<cient of the nine methods is B
(4)
4 , having theoretical
order of convergence equal to 1.927. Newton’s method which is often viewed as the method of choice is in fact the least
e<cient method. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For each natural number m greater than one, and each natural number k less than or equal to m,
there exists a k-point iteration function for root #nding, B(k)m , essentially de#ned as the ratio of two
determinants that depend on the #rst m− k derivatives of the given function. Thus, for each #xed k,
there is a family of k-point iteration functions {B(k)m }∞m=k (excluding m=k=1). For simple roots, the
order of convergence of B(1)m is m. The functions B
(1)
2 and B
(1)
3 are Newton’s and Halley’s iteration
functions, respectively. For many results regarding these two iteration functions see [3,5,9–12].
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Fig. 1. The ascending order and partial list of actual orders.
The one-point family, {B(1)m }∞m=2, and its order of convergence is analyzed in [7]. For the special
case of square and cube roots the corresponding one-point family was derived in [6]. The general
family {B(k)m }∞m=k , is derived in [1] and its order of convergence is analyzed in [4]. It is shown that
for each #xed m, the order of convergence of B(k)m monotonically decreases in k, from m to the
largest root of the characteristic polynomial of generalized Fibonacci numbers of order m. Fig. 1
represents the ascending order of convergence of these members and their corresponding orders.
In this paper we will make a computational comparison of the #rst nine members in #nding roots
of the polynomial
f(x) = ctxt + ct−1xt−1 + · · ·+ c0;
where the ci’s are reals. The iteration functions can also be applied in the complex plane. However,
in this paper we will restrict ourselves to experimentation with #nding real roots of polynomials.
The family of iteration functions B(k)m has tremendous utility and signi#cance in root #nding. For
some recent results see [2,3,5]. For a large bibliography on the root-#nding problem see [8], and
for a recent survey article on some polynomial root-#nding methods see [9].
In Section 2, we formally de#ne the #rst nine members of B(k)m . In Section 3, we derive their
iteration complexity. In Section 4, we describe our experimental results, and in Section 5, our
conclusion.
2. The iteration functions
Denition 1. A vector a = (x1; : : : ; xn+1) ∈ Rn+1 is said to be an admissible vector of nodes, if
whenever xi = xj; i¡ j, we have xi = xi+1 = · · · = xj. If the number of distinct xi’s is k, we shall
say a is k-point admissible. In the special case of k = 1, we identify a with the common value, x1.
We shall say a is monotonic k-point, if it is k-point admissible of the type a=(x1; : : : ; x1; x2; : : : ; xk),
where xi = xj, if i = j. Let a = (x1; : : : ; xn+1) be an admissible vector of nodes. For any pair of
indices i; j satisfying 16i6j6(n+ 1), inductively de#ne the con5uent divided di6erences as
fij =


f( j−i)(xi)
(j − i)! if xi = xj;
fi+1; j − fi; j−1
(xj − xi) otherwise:
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We now de#ne the iteration functions for m= 2; 3; 4, and k6m:
B(k)2 (a2) = x1 − f11
1
f12
; B(k)3 (a3) = x1 − f11
f23∣∣∣∣
f12 f13
f22 f23
∣∣∣∣
; B(k)4 (a4) = x1 − f11
∣∣∣∣∣
f23 f24
f33 f34
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f12 f13 f14
f22 f23 f24
0 f33 f34
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
:
Let  be a simple root of f. It can be shown (see [1]), that for each k = 1; : : : ; m, there exists a
neighborhood of  such that given any initial k-point monotonic vector
a(0)m = (x
(0)
1 ; : : : ; x
(0)
1 ; x
(0)
2 ; : : : ; x
(0)
k ) ∈ Rm;
the #xed-point iteration that for each r¿0 replaces a(r)m with the monotonic k-point vector
a(r+1)m = (B
(k)
m (a
(r)
m ); : : : ; B
(k)
m (a
(r)
m ); x
(r)
1 ; : : : ; x
(r)
k−1) ∈ Rm
is well de#ned. Moreover, the sequence of points {x(r)1 }∞r=0 converges to  having order of conver-
gence as given in Fig. 1.
3. The iteration complexity of the methods
Here we will analyze the iteration complexity of the nine root-#nding methods of interest for
the case of polynomials. More precisely, we are interested in the number of arithmetic operation,
(+;−;×;÷), within a given number of iterations of B(k)m , as applied to a given polynomial.
Let i(k)m be the number of iterations of B
(k)
m as applied to a given polynomial. If k=1, in order to go
from one iteration to the next, we would have to recompute new function-derivative values. However,
for k ¿ 1, to go from one iteration to the next it is possible to make use of some precomputed values.
Thus, after the initial iteration the complexity of evaluation of B(k)m could improve. Let N
(k)
m;j denote
the number of arithmetic operation needed to compute B(k)m in the jth iteration. Clearly, we have
N (k)m;1¿N
(k)
m;2; N
(k)
m;2 = N
(k)
m;j
for all j¿ 1. Let N (k)m be the number of arithmetic operations performed after i
(k)
m iterations of B
(k)
m .
Then, we have
N (k)m = N
(k)
m;1 + (i
(k)
m − 1)N (k)m;2:
The above equation can be written in terms of i(k)m , and the quantity T (f
( j)), de#ned as the number
of arithmetic operations needed to compute the jth derivative of the given polynomial.
As an example, consider B(4)4 (a4), where a4 = (x1; x2; x3; x4); xi = xj. We have
B(4)4 (a4) = x1 −
f11(f23f34 − f33f24)
f12(f23f34 − f33f24)− f22(f13f34 − f33f14) :
It is easy to see that having computed the divided diKerences we need 12 arithmetic operations to
compute B(4)4 (a4). The computation of the divided diKerences can be represented by Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The divided diKerences needed for the #rst iteration of B(4)4 .
Fig. 3. The divided diKerences needed for the second iteration of B(4)4 .
Fig. 4. The iteration complexity of B(k)m after i
(k)
m iterations.
Since xi’s are distinct, the computation of each fij requires three arithmetic operations. Thus,
N (4)4;1 =4T (f)+6×3+12=4T (f)+30. In the next iteration the input (x1; x2; x3; x4) is replaced with
(B(4)4 (a4); x1; x2; x3). Thus, we need to compute the new divided diKerences as shown in Fig. 3.
However, we note that the only new calculation is the computation of f(B(4)4 (a4)); f12; f13, and
f14. Thus, N
(4)
4;2 = T (f) + 3× 3 + 12 = T (f) + 21. Therefore,
N (4)4 = 4T (f) + 30 + (i
(4)
4 − 1)(T (f) + 21):
Likewise, we can compute N (k)m for all the nine iteration functions. This would require the com-
putational complexity of the #rst and second iterations, taking into account the computation of the
corresponding conLuent divided diKerences as shown in Fig. 4.
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Table 1
Percentage of subtrials of category A
n B(1)2 B
(2)
2 B
(1)
3 B
(2)
3 B
(3)
3 B
(1)
4 B
(2)
4 B
(3)
4 B
(4)
4
5 83 80 95 82 85 87 83 85 85
10 89 81 88 78 92 77 90 78 93
15 87 78 79 82 82 83 79 84 83
20 86 83 89 86 88 87 85 86 88
25 80 84 80 82 84 77 76 81 80
30 86 84 77 84 89 84 81 85 81
4. The experiment
In this section we describe our experimentation with B(k)m in #nding real roots of polynomials.
Speci#cally, the following guidelines were used.
For each degree n in the range [2; 30], we generated random polynomials in the following fashion:
The coe<cient of the highest degree was a randomly chosen integer in the interval [1; 10], and the
constant term a randomly chosen integer in [−100; −1]. Thus, each generated polynomial had a
positive root. All other coe<cients were random integers in the interval [−10; 10]. All random
numbers were generated using uniform distribution. Then, we generated a random seed. Then we
applied all the nine iteration functions. In the case of multipoint iteration functions, say k = 4, we
would augment each input, say x1, to a vector of inputs, (x1; x2; x3; x4), where xi − xi−1 was chosen
to be the same random integer between 2 and 6. The evaluation of a given polynomial and its
derivatives was carried out using Horner’s method.
We de#ne a trial to be the case of applying the nine iteration functions to a given polynomial,
for a given seed. If all the iteration functions converged to the same root, then we could consider
that a Case I trial. If all the iterates of all the nine methods converged, but to diKerent roots, then
we would call that a Case II trial. If any of the nine methods did not converge we would call that
a Case III trial. In fact, Case III occurred in less than tenth of 1% of the time. Thus, all the nine
iteration functions are robust in the sense that they converged to a root, although not always to same
root (see Table 1).
For a given polynomial we would try enough seeds until 15 instances of Case I would occur. If
we would witness 30 occurrences of Case II trials then we would discard that polynomial.
For a given polynomial we applied each of the nine iteration function until the following stopping
criterion was satis#ed:
|B(k)m (a(r)m )− B(k)m (a(r−1)m )|¡ 10−15:
For each of the nine iteration functions we kept track of the total number of arithmetic operations
needed to approximate the same root, i.e., the number N (k)m , until the above stopping criterion was
satis#ed. The comparison of diKerent methods to a trial of Case I ensured that we would have a
fair comparison of the nine iteration functions.
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For each given polynomial, we computed the ratio
R(k)m =
N (k)m
N (1)2
for each of the 15 inputs that resulted in trials of Case I. The reciprocal of this ratio can be viewed
as the relative e<ciency of B(k)m with respect to Newton’s method, i.e., B
(1)
2 . The quantity R
(k)
m was
then averaged over the 15 random Case I inputs. Finally, this average was averaged over the 10
randomly generated polynomials of a given degree. This #nal ratio gives the average of R(k)m .
For instance for the polynomial with coe<cients (c27; : : : ; c0)=(1;−4; 0; 0;−5;+5; 5;−4; 1; 5;−5; 5;
5;−9;−5; 5; 0;−10; 6; 6; 0; 6;−4;−5;−10; 5;−4;−90), the initial input vector was am = (160; 162;
164; 166) and we obtained
i(k)m :
107 ← 153
↓ ↓ ↘
56 ← 69 ← 100
↓ ↓ ↓ ↘
39 ← 45 ← 57 ← 81
N (k)m :
10593 ← 8311
↓ ↓ ↘
8400 ← 7501 ← 6201
↓ ↓ ↓ ↘
7839 ← 7384 ← 6884 ← 5826
R(k)m :
1:00 ← 0:78
↓ ↓ ↘
0:79 ← 0:71 ← 0:59
↓ ↓ ↓ ↘
0:74 ← 0:70 ← 0:65 ← 0:55
Fig. 5 graphs the average ratio of the average of R(k)m for the nine iteration functions as a function
of degree (computed over trials of Case I). In order to get a better picture, we have enlarged this
graph at degrees 9,16, and 23.
Each trial may be considered as nine subtrial, i.e., the case of applying a particular B(k)m to a given
polynomial, with a given seed. We call a subtrial corresponding to trials of Case I or Case II to be
within category A, if the approximate root obtained by the subtrial corresponds to the root whose
function value is closest to zero, among all the approximate roots produced by the nine iteration
functions. Otherwise, we call the subtrial to be of category B. Thus, a subtrial of Case I is always
of category A. Now it may be of interest to compute for a given B(k)m , the percentage of the subtrials
that resulted in category A subtrials. This is tabulated in Table 1. As we see this number is almost
independent of the method, as well as the polynomial degree. We can thus conclude that all the
nine methods have essentially the same performance with this regard.
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Fig. 5. Reciprocal of average e<ciency ratio of B(k)m versus Newton’s method.
5. Conclusion
Based on our experimentation we see that for very small degrees (64), Newton’s method is the
best. But, as the degree of polynomial increases, in comparison with other methods, Newton’s method
becomes less and less eKective. Also, this experiment shows that, for very small degrees, B(k−1)m is
better than B(k)m , but, as the degree increases, B
(k)
m becomes more e<cient than B
(k−1)
m . As the degree
increases, B(4)4 becomes the most e<cient among the nine methods. This method which requires no
derivative evaluations, has theoretical order of convergence very close to Newton’s quadratic order.
We expect that for values of m larger than 4, and for larger degree polynomials, one would observe
the same behavior. These iteration functions are robust. Finally, one would expect that the same
results would apply to the computation of complex roots of polynomials.
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